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Abstract
The sudden popularity communities gain via algorithmically-
curated “trending” or “hot” social media feeds can be ben-
eficial or disruptive. On one hand, increased attention often
brings new users and promotes community growth. On the
other hand, the unexpected influx of newcomers can burden
already overworked moderation teams. To examine the im-
pact of sudden popularity, we studied 6,306 posts that reached
Reddit’s front page—a feed called r/popular that millions
of users browse daily—and the effects of sudden popularity
within 1,320 subreddits. We find that on average, r/popular
posts have 45 times the comments, 42 times the removed
comments, and 70 times the number of newcomers com-
pared to posts from the same community that did not reach
r/popular. Additionally, r/popular posts led to a peak 85%
median increase in the subreddit’s comment rate, and these
effects lingered for about 12 hours. Our regression analysis
shows that stricter moderation and previous r/popular appear-
ances were associated with shorter and less intense effects on
the community. By quantifying the differential effects of sud-
den popularity, we provide recommendations for moderators
to promote stability and community resilience in the face of
unexpected disruptions.

1 Introduction
Online communities are vital in both social and profes-
sional life. However, online communities often undergo dis-
ruptive periods induced by events ranging from media at-
tention (Chandrasekharan et al. 2017) to malicious, orga-
nized trolling efforts (Kumar et al. 2018). These disruptions
frequently increase activity from non-regular users (Kiene,
Monroy-Hernández, and Hill 2016) and challenge commu-
nity management and disrupt regular users’ participation.

Disruptions are often caused by algorithmically-curated
“hot” or “trending” social media feeds, bringing drastic at-
tention to highlighted content (Chan et al. 2022). Algorithms
that cause popularity spikes are often opaque about how they
operate (Eslami et al. 2015), and thus create unexpected mo-
ments of popularity or virality. Prior work on virality focuses
on the content that became viral (Berger and Milkman 2012)
or the users who create content (Gurjar et al. 2022).

However, algorithmic curation can disrupt communities,
precipitating negative effects from unexpected surges in at-
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Figure 1: An example of an r/popular post’s impact on a sub-
reddit’s activity (in UTC). Baseline comments refers to the
average number of comments per hour on the subreddit dur-
ing the week before the r/popular post was created.

tention (Cheng et al. 2014). These volatile periods are crit-
ical because they can make or break a community, where
they can either thrive and gain new membership or falter
and destabilize the community (DeVito 2022; Zhang et al.
2021). Moreover, sudden popularity can substantially in-
crease moderator workload and hurt existing members’ abil-
ity to engage regularly with their communities (Li, Hecht,
and Chancellor 2022). Previous studies typically focus on
a single community (Kiene, Monroy-Hernández, and Hill
2016), one-time events (Matias 2016; Horta Ribeiro et al.
2021), or niche communities that require expertise, such as
Wikipedia (Zhang et al. 2019) or GitHub (Maldeniya et al.
2020). However, we have not studied how popularity spikes
affect communities generally or whether communities are
impacted differently when exposed to unexpected surges in
attention. By studying sudden popularity spikes, we can un-
derstand what factors influence how distinct communities
emerge after their popularity subsides.

1.1 Our Contribution
We present a large-scale study to quantify the differential
effects of sudden popularity introduced by algorithmically-
curated feeds on Reddit posts and communities. We do
this by studying posts becoming “popular” through Reddit’s
r/popular feed.1 The r/popular feed is an algorithmically-
curated feed of active, highly-voted content that populates

1https://www.reddit.com/r/announcements/comments/5u9pl5/
introducing rpopular/
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Figure 2: KDE plots illustrating the distributions for each
dataset (described in Table 1) and outcome variable (de-
scribed in Section 4).

Reddit’s home page, reaching millions of daily users who
browse Reddit. Despite Reddit not revealing how it curates
the r/popular feed, from our analysis in Section 4, the feed
consistently contains posts that are 45 times more active
than their non-r/popular counterparts, showing r/popular’s
exceptional disruptive capabilities (see Table 2). Auditing
r/popular posts allows us to examine the differential impacts
of algorithmic hot/trending feeds on “discussion threads”
(i.e., r/popular posts and their associated comments) and the
respective communities from which these r/popular posts
originate. Given this interest in differential effects, we ana-
lyzed the number of comments, moderator interventions (in
the form of removed comments), and newcomers—which
prior literature has noted as being disruptive to communi-
ties (Kiene, Monroy-Hernández, and Hill 2016; Lin et al.
2017)—at both a thread and subreddit level. To attend to
subreddit-level effects, we examine the longevity and inten-
sity of effects and quantify a community’s ability to with-
stand and rebound from disruptions.

In this paper, we explore the effects of sudden popularity
on Reddit posts through the following research questions:

RQ1: How are threads that appear on r/popular affected by
sudden spikes in popularity? (Thread-Level Effects)

RQ1a: What is the effect of popularity on the number of
comments, removals, and newcomers within the thread?
RQ1b: What factors influence such thread-level effects?

RQ2: How does a post appearing on r/popular affect the
community it originated from? (Community-Level Effects)

RQ2a: How long do community-level effects of popular-
ity last on the number of comments, removals, and new-

comers participating in the community (i.e., longevity)?
RQ2b: How intense are the community-level effects?
RQ2c: What factors affect longevity and intensity?

To answer these questions, we examined 6,306 r/popular
posts collected over 11 months from 1,320 distinct subred-
dits. From these posts, we find that the type of content affects
its thread activity, e.g., link and video content receive more
comments, but text posts have more newcomer activity. Ad-
ditionally, u/AutoModerator presence, an automated moder-
ation tool on Reddit, dampens the subreddit activity spikes
at the cost of more comment removals and fewer newcomers
within the thread. Lastly, we quantify how r/popular affects
communities that infrequently appear on r/popular.

Empirically studying tumultuous periods caused by algo-
rithmic feeds like r/popular can improve our understanding
of how sudden popularity impacts communities, helping us
to construct mitigating strategies against the undesired out-
comes of sudden popularity. Our findings help moderators
promote stability and community resilience in the face of
unexpected disruptions caused by popularity feeds.

2 Related Work
2.1 Popular Content and Algorithmic Curation
Prior work has studied how content becomes popular, both in
offline (Kollock and Smith 1999) and online contexts. This
work comes from the early 2010s when researchers focused
on predicting cascades (Cheng et al. 2014) and information
diffusion (Garg, Smith, and Telang 2011) as social sharing
practices mediated virality and popularity. Empirical studies
have also predicted what content goes viral on platforms like
X, formerly Twitter, and YouTube (Figueiredo, Benevenuto,
and Almeida 2011; Weng, Menczer, and Ahn 2013). Recent
research has also examined the consequences of popularity
shocks on online users (Gurjar et al. 2022).

It is important to understand the mechanisms behind these
feeds because they are often the default page on many so-
cial platforms, determining what many users perceive as
“high quality” information (Ciampaglia et al. 2018). Such
feeds are often “black boxes” that do not explain their deci-
sions, so people struggle to reason why content may be fea-
tured (Eslami et al. 2015). Moreover, appearing unexpect-
edly on these feeds is connected to negative impacts on the
well-being of individual creators (DeVito 2022) and com-
munities (Lin et al. 2017). In our prior work (Chan et al.
2022), we studied r/popular and the subreddits that appear
by correlating r/popular appearances to the daily number of
comments, authors, removals, and newcomers. However, we
did not examine potential factors that may affect these mea-
sures which we do in the current paper along with studying
the longevity and intensity of these effects.

2.2 Community Success and Responses to Crises
Considering communities directly, what indicates that a
community may be doing well? As Cunha et al. (2019) note,
the concept of success is overloaded and has been quanti-
fied in many ways (Kraut and Resnick 2012). One way is
through the size of the community (Cunha et al. 2019). An-
other strategy is to look at the community’s longevity, i.e.,



# Popular Posts # Subreddits
Dataset (D) 112,372 1,320
Sample (DSamp) 6,306 1,320
Frequent (DFreq) 5,223 310
Occasional (DOcca) 7,393 543
Rare (DRare) 611 467

Table 1: The number of r/popular posts in our complete
dataset (D), representative 5% sample (DSamp), and sub-
samples: a 5% sample of subreddits on r/popular more than
50 times during the study period (DFreq), all r/popular posts
from subreddits with 3 to 50 posts (DOcca), and all r/popular
posts from subreddits with 1 or 2 appearances (DRare).

how long it persists (Kairam, Wang, and Leskovec 2012).
Other papers have proposed alternative metrics, such as how
many users drop out or return to the community (Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil et al. 2013; Yang, Kraut, and Levine 2017).
Yet another way is by collecting what stakeholders in that
community think. For instance, community members may
think their small, tight-knit communities are better (Lin et al.
2017) and seek to keep it that way, countering some of the
previous quantification narratives. Other factors also influ-
ence community success, such as moderator commitment to
community management (Li, Hecht, and Chancellor 2022).

Online communities are also prone to crises that can af-
fect their sustainability—and many crises come from sudden
changes in a community’s popularity or outsider attention.
Prior work by Kiene, Monroy-Hernández, and Hill (2016)
serves as an excellent qualitative analysis of r/NoSleep, a
creative writing subreddit dedicated to horror stories, which
experienced a rapid rise in membership. Community lead-
ership, moderator coordination, and automated moderating
tools were important in determining the outcome of these
turbulent moments (Kiene, Monroy-Hernández, and Hill
2016). Additional examples of crises include repositories
that appear on GitHub’s trending page (Maldeniya et al.
2020), rapid increases in Wikipedia page editorship (Zhang
et al. 2019), and breaking news events on Wikipedia (Kee-
gan, Gergle, and Contractor 2013).

3 Data Collection & Sampling Approach
Our dataset contains Reddit posts found on the r/popular
feed: the default, algorithmically-curated feed that presents
the most active content on the platform. We gather ad-
ditional posts and comments using Pushshift’s historical
dataset (Baumgartner et al. 2020).

3.1 Collecting r/popular Posts from Reddit
To systematically collect r/popular posts in real-time, we
used the Reddit API2 to request a snapshot of the top 100
posts every two minutes. We collected r/popular posts from
March 24, 2022, to February 8, 2023, with a brief two-day
down period on July 16 and 17, 2022, resulting in 134,661
unique r/popular posts originating from 1,432 subreddits
(see Table 1).

2https://praw.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

3.2 Constructing Our Sample
Before constructing a sample, DSamp, we performed the
following filtering steps (n represents the number of drops
made during each step sequentially): (1) remove r/popular
posts from 11 banned subreddits (n = 240), (2) remove
the posts that existed on r/popular for less than an hour
(n = 21, 963), and (3) remove prediction tournaments posts
as they remained on r/popular for an artificially long time
(weeks) due to users automatically upvoting them when par-
ticipating in the embedded poll (Perez 2021) (n = 86).
These steps resulted in 112,372 r/popular posts from 1,320
subreddits seen in Table 1—we refer to this dataset as D.

After filtering, we shrunk our dataset to a tractable size
from D by sampling 5% of r/popular posts from each sub-
reddit in D. If a subreddit has fewer than 20 r/popular posts
(877 subreddits), we select a random r/popular post from
that subreddit. This sampling approach became DSamp: our
representative sample.

3.3 Grouping by Frequency of Popularity
We produced three subsamples to highlight r/popular’s dif-
ferential effects on communities that appeared on r/popular
at different rates. Prior work suggests that the impacts of hit-
ting r/popular may differ based on how often they experience
unexpected popularity (Kiene, Monroy-Hernández, and Hill
2016; Lin et al. 2017; Chan et al. 2022). However, due to
their size, some subreddits appear quite often on r/popular
(e.g. r/politics). This means that only analyzing DSamp may
not show the differential effects of popularity on communi-
ties that do not hit r/popular often.

Thus, we construct three subsamples, based on the num-
ber of appearances on r/popular. First, we construct DFreq,
containing 5% of all r/popular posts from subreddits that
appeared more than 50 times (approximately once a week
during the study period) on r/popular. Similarly, we con-
struct DOcca, with subreddits that appeared occasionally
on r/popular (3 ≤ n ≤ 50 times), and DRare, with sub-
reddits that rarely appeared on r/popular (n ≤ 2 times).
Since DOcca and DRare contained fewer posts compared
to DFreq, we did not downsample to preserve our stratified
analyses.

4 Thread-Level Outcomes of Popularity
Next, we detail our methods and findings for r/popular’s
thread-level effects. To start with, we examine three thread-
level outcomes:

1. Comments: number of comments the thread received,
2. Removals: number of comments on the thread removed

by moderators,
3. Newcomers: number of comments by users who did

not participate in the subreddit since January 2020.

Comments measure activity level in the thread, whereas
removals quantify the stress put on moderators. This is be-
cause removed comments signify that a thread is experienc-
ing norm violations (Chandrasekharan et al. 2018). Flag-
ging newcomers estimates activity from users who do not
normally participate within the r/popular thread’s subreddit.



We examine newcomers because they can be disruptive to
both moderators (Zhang et al. 2019) and to regular users
who must engage with people missing norms, knowledge,
and historical context of a subreddit.

4.1 Comparing Against Non-r/popular Threads

Instead of analyzing the raw number of each outcome listed
above, we normalize by using the previous week’s activity
on the subreddit as a baseline to see how much an r/popular
thread deviates from the average non-r/popular thread. Thus,
for each r/popular thread, we divide the number of com-
ments, removals, and newcomers by the numbers seen on
non-r/popular threads in the previous week. For example,
if an r/popular thread receives 1,000 comments and non-
r/popular threads on the respective subreddit in the previous
week receive 50 comments on average, then we get 20 which
represents the multiplicative increase from a normal, non-
r/popular thread. We compute this for removals and new-
comers as well. We conduct a second evaluation by filtering
for the top 5th percentile of non-r/popular threads in each
outcome measure and calculating the same multiplicative in-
crease. Comparing thread-level outcomes for r/popular posts
against posts that attained “organic popularity” (i.e., top 5th
percentile) within the same community allows us to esti-
mate the effects of sudden popularity introduced via Red-
dit’s r/popular feed versus organic popularity. The compar-
isons for both baselines can be seen in Table 2a and 2b.

4.2 Thread Results (RQ1a)

Table 2 shows the median multiplicative increase from non-
r/popular threads to r/popular threads from the same subred-
dit. To see if the distributions for multiplicative increases are
different from one another, we performed a Kruskal-Wallis
test on each outcome (H-statistics in Table 2). All Kruskal-
Wallis tests returned a p < 0.01, meaning at least one distri-
bution is significantly different. Thus, a post hoc test, specif-
ically the Conover-Iman test, is required to identify the pair-
wise differences.

For Table 2a, the post hoc tests revealed that DRare is sta-
tistically different than all other datasets, including DSamp,
for all three outcomes (everything stated is p < 0.01, Bon-
ferroni corrected). Similarly, DOcca is statistically differ-
ent from DFreq for all outcomes except #comments. Lastly,
DSamp and DOcca difference with #newcomers was statisti-
cally significant. Relationships not mentioned were not sta-
tistically significant.

For Table 2b, DRare is again statistically different than
all other datasets (p < 0.01, Bonferroni adjusted). DOcca

has statistically significant differences when compared to
DSamp and DFreq for #comments and #newcomers, but not
#removals. Comparing DSamp and DFreq, we only find that
the difference for #newcomers is significant.

In short, r/popular’s raw effects differ based on the num-
ber of prior appearances of a subreddit on r/popular. The
multiplicative impact is largest with subreddits that only ap-
pear once or twice a year, i.e., DRare.

#comments #removals #newcomers
DSamp 44.59 42.42 70.12
DFreq 40.73 40.58 65.96
DOcca 40.49 44.71 79.74
DRare 52.24 61.57 124.74

H-stat. 41.50 49.03 160.0

(a) All Threads

#comments #removals #newcomers
DSamp 3.56 2.74 4.84
DFreq 3.37 2.69 4.41
DOcca 3.89 2.67 5.76
DRare 5.76 3.43 10.46

H-stat. 152.12 25.80 380.88

(b) Top 5th Percentile

Table 2: Median multiplicative increases as defined in Sec-
tion 4.1, representing the magnitude difference between
non-r/popular and r/popular thread activity. The first table
considers all threads in the previous week whereas the sec-
ond considers only highly active non-r/popular threads in
the previous week. The last row contains the H-statistics
(df = 3, p < 0.01) for the Kruskal-Wallis tests.

5 Community-Level Outcomes of Popularity
We quantify the impact of an r/popular post on its respective
subreddit for RQ2 by defining two features: (1) the r/popular
post’s lifespan which measures the effect’s longevity and (2)
intensity which assesses the effect’s disruptiveness.

5.1 Computing Longevity of Subreddit Effects
To capture how long an r/popular post impacts its home sub-
reddit, we define a post’s lifespan as three intervals (see Fig-
ure 1): (1) the time the post took to reach r/popular from
post creation, (2) the duration the post is on r/popular top
100, and (3) the rebound time, which is the time the sub-
reddit took to return to baseline activity levels. We define
“baseline” as 1.1 times the average hourly rate in the pre-
vious week. Rebound times are outcome-variable specific,
so each r/popular post has three lifespans. We will use the
lifespan as a “treatment period” on posts. Table 3 contains
details on how long each interval is for each dataset.

Rebound Time
To Pop. On Pop. Com. Rem. New.

DSamp 4:39 6:00 2:19 2:23 2:10
DFreq 4:24 6:12 1:47 2:14 1:11
DOcca 6:12 5:11 4:15 3:02 5:03
DRare 6:39 5:02 8:57 3:14 10:23

H-stat. 1,093.24 81.10 476.47 73.01 1,001.05

Table 3: Median lifespan, as defined in Section 5.1, pre-
sented in hour : minute format. The last row contains the
H-statistics (df = 3, p < 0.01) for the Kurskal-Wallis tests
performed.



5.2 Longevity Results (RQ2a)
To identify statistically significant differences, we per-
formed Kruskal-Wallis tests on each interval, which all were
significant (p < 0.01). H-statistics are in the last row in Ta-
ble 3. Regarding the time to reach r/popular, only the dif-
ference between DRare and DOcca was insignificant (p >
0.01) according to the pairwise Conover-Iman post hoc tests.
All other pairs fell below our significance threshold. The sig-
nificant relationships for on r/popular times were sparse. We
find that DRare and DOcca are significantly different com-
pared to DFreq (p < 0.01), all other pairs do not pass our
significance threshold. Lastly, all pairwise tests for comment
and newcomer rebound times were statistically significant
(p < 0.01). However, for removal rebound times, the differ-
ences between DSamp and DFreq and between DOcca and
DRare were both not significant (p > 0.01). All other pairs
for removal rebound times were statistically significant ac-
cording to our post hoc tests.

The Kaplan-Meier estimator (KME) plots (Goel, Khanna,
and Kishore 2010) seen in Figure 3 provide a higher resolu-
tion visual of the lifespans for each outcome metric. Figure 3
shows how survival rates change throughout time with verti-
cal lines denoting when 95% of r/popular posts rebound (i.e.,
go back to baseline activity levels) for each outcome metric.
We observe that DRare takes drastically longer to rebound
compared to other datasets when looking at comment and
newcomer rates. However, the 95% survival points for re-
movals are comparably close together. This could hint that
moderators stop removing comments within a thread even
though comments and newcomers continue to appear.
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Figure 3: The survival probability that a subreddit will still
have above baseline activity at a certain hour, outcome, and
dataset. Vertical lines denote when 95% of subreddits return
to baseline activity for their respective color.

5.3 Computing Intensity Using Peak Activity
Each r/popular post has an intensity metric for each outcome
variable. We calculate intensity by dividing the subreddit’s
maximum hourly rate during the thread’s lifespan (defined
in Section 5.1) with the subreddit’s average hourly rate in
the previous week as a baseline. For example, if the subred-
dit peaked at 100 comments per hour during an r/popular
thread’s comment lifespan and the home subreddit’s previ-
ous week’s average was 25 comments per hour, then the in-
tensity for #comments will be 4. As a robustness check, we
exclude the activity within the r/popular thread and redo the
intensity calculation to strictly quantify spillover effects. See
Table 4 for the medians and Kruskal-Wallis H-statistics.

Comparing Against High-Performing Control Posts:
To estimate how much of the intensity is causally at-
tributable to r/popular, we pair each r/popular post with a
group of high-performing non-r/popular control posts from
the same subreddit. The controls must meet the following
criteria: (1) made in the previous week of the corresponding
r/popular post’s subreddit, (2) not made 24 hours before the
r/popular post, (3) placed in the top 5th percentile threads
for the number of comments, and (4) and did not reach top
100 of r/popular. For tractability, if more than 5 posts satisfy
these conditions, we randomly select 5. Only 19 r/popular
posts had no candidates and were dropped for this analysis.

Using the pairs we created, we build a Bayesian
model (McElreath 2020) to estimate the standardized effect
sizes (i.e., analogous to Cohen’s d) between treatment and
control group intensity distributions. Bayesian modeling al-
lows us to customize our model because no out-of-the-box
model estimates Cohen’s d where each treatment observa-
tion is matched to a group of control observations. Koshy
et al. (2023) also use Bayesian modeling in a social comput-
ing context and list benefits like the ability to specify priors
based on outside expertise and partial pooling which helps
the model share information across observations—we utilize
this for our control groups. Kay, Nelson, and Hekler (2016)
also provide an overview of the method’s fit within HCI.

To help describe our standardized effect sizes model, we
will start with the formula for Cohen’s d:

d =
µt − µc

σ

The above can be rearranged to better mimic the model
we will describe.

µc = µt − d · σ

Because we have matched data, with multiple control
posts paired to each treatment post, we cannot apply this
formula as written. Instead, we adapted the formula to fit
our situation. Let to[g] be the log value for outcome o for
the gth r/popular post and co[g, i] be the log value of the ith
control post for outcome o that was matched with r/popular
post g. Lastly, let do be the effect size for outcome o. We
log scale these values because they are log-normal distribu-
tions. We will then substitute the terms we introduced into
the formula above.

µo[g] = to[g]− do · σo[g]



#comments #removals #newcomers
DSamp 1.85 2.59 2.22
DFreq 1.72 2.29 1.98
DOcca 2.74 5.41 4.10
DRare 5.91 12.09 10.81

H-stat. 3,499.59 4,241.78 4,261.02

(a) With r/popular

#comments #removals #newcomers
DSamp 1.47 2.05 1.58
DFreq 1.42 1.89 1.49
DOcca 1.62 3.21 1.84
DRare 2.14 5.90 2.73

H-stat. 494.47 1,831.13 687.73

(b) Without r/popular

Table 4: Median intensities, as defined in Section 5.3, for
each dataset and outcome variable. The last row contains
H-statistics (df = 3, p < 0.01) for the Kruskal-Wallis tests
performed.

Where µo[g], σo[g], and do are unobserved, however, are
linked to observations through the following model where
control values are assumed to be drawn from a normal dis-
tribution. Here we used τo[g] =

1
σo[g]2

for convenience.

co[g, i] ∼ N (µ = µo[g], σ =
1√
τo[g]

)

= N (µ = to[g]− do · σo[g], σ =
1√
τo[g]

)

We used a Bayesian approach in estimating the unob-
served parameters where we pooled the τo[g] across control
groups using a gamma prior with weakly informative hyper-
priors on αo and βo.

τo[g] ∼ Γ(αo, βo)

αo, βo ∼ Exp(λ = 1)

The effect size for outcome o, do, is assigned to an in-
formed prior tightly centered around zero, which corre-
sponds to a strong assumption that the effect size is small
if it exists at all.

do ∼ N (µ = 0, σ = 0.5)

By running the model above, we learn the effect size
between our treatment and control groups. Table 5a con-
tains the percentage difference between treatment and con-
trol which we produced by removing the normalizing term,
σo[g], from co[g, i]’s µ term in the normal distribution.

5.4 Intensity Results (RQ2b)
Table 4 shows the median intensities for each outcome and
dataset, capturing how much above baseline the subreddit’s
activity reaches after being placed on the r/popular feed. For
example, in DSamp, we find that the peak hour after appear-
ing on r/popular was 85% above baseline—which we de-
fined as the average activity in the previous week.

#comments #removals #newcomers
DSamp 7.36% 7.68% 14.57%
DFreq 3.87% 4.50% 7.79%
DOcca 30.34% 32.05% 58.72%
DRare 76.47% 71.94% 138.93%

(a) Mean effect on intensity from appearing on r/popular

#comments #removals #newcomers
DSamp 0.193 0.134 0.235
DFreq 0.092 0.072 0.121
DOcca 0.580 0.347 0.734
DRare 1.065 0.600 1.310

(b) Effect size (Cohen’s d)

Table 5: Results from estimating the difference between
r/popular posts intensity and non-r/popular posts intensity
for our three outcome measures.

To compare between datasets, we ran Kruskal-Wallis tests
for each column seen in Table 4 and all returned statisti-
cally significant results (p < 0.01) leading us to run post
hoc Conover-Iman tests like we did for previous sections.
For this section, all pairwise post hoc tests came back sig-
nificant (p < 0.01), allowing us to freely compare.

One consistent trend is the rise in intensity as you move
from communities in DFreq to DRare. The higher intensi-
ties measured for DRare could be due to lower baseline ac-
tivity levels, but that still means that there are strong devi-
ations from typical activity levels—even when we remove
the r/popular thread from the subreddit activity seen in Ta-
ble 4b. Additionally, removal and newcomer spikes con-
sistently surpass the ones seen in comment activity which
match our thread-level findings in Section 4.2. Lastly, com-
paring between subtables, we can see that intensities drop
substantially when we remove r/popular activity from the
subreddit activity, however, there still is a measurable jump,
especially for removals for DOcca and DRare.

Results From Comparing Against Control Posts: To
determine how much of the intensities measured are at-
tributable to r/popular, we rely on our effect size model us-
ing treatment-control pairs—summarized in Table 5. From
Table 5a, we can see the estimated mean effect on intensi-
ties caused by the r/popular feed. Looking at DSamp and
DFreq, the r/popular feed’s effect on intensity is minimal,
however, existent. Where we see the r/popular feed’s ef-
fects more clearly is with DOcca and DRare. The results in
Table 5a match the estimated effect sizes (i.e., Cohen’s d)
in Table 5b. When looking across outcomes, the r/popular
feed’s effect on newcomers surpasses the other two indicat-
ing that the popular feed serves as an avenue for new users
to contribute within a community.

6 Identifying Factors that Influence
Observed Effects of Popularity

Next, we describe the features for the regression analysis
on DSamp to identify factors that influence the effects of



r/popular posts on threads and communities.

6.1 Feature Development
To understand what influences the thread and subreddit out-
comes from Section 4 and 5, we identify three categories of
features: author, thread, and subreddit.

Author Features: We first identify potential factors about
the Reddit user who posted the r/popular post. Post authors
can significantly influence the post’s activity through their
topic selection, titling, and early participation in the thread.
We use the following features to capture their background:

1. Age: time between the author creating their account to
when they posted their r/popular post.

2. Post/Comment Karma: net karma (i.e., reputa-
tion score) from the author’s most recent 1,000
posts/comments before the r/popular post.

3. Is Post/Comment Newcomer: whether the author has
posted/commented on the subreddit between January
2020 to the r/popular post’s creation time.

Thread Features: We consider characteristics of the
r/popular thread because the content type, community re-
sponse, and features describing a post’s appearance on
r/popular are all likely to impact outcomes. We separate
metadata-related features that are set at creation time and
do not change.

1. # Awards: number of awards the post received.
2. # Crossposts: number of times the post was posted to a

different subreddit.
3. Time To Popular: time between the post’s creation and

its first appearance on r/popular.
4. Time On Popular: time between the post’s first and last

appearance on r/popular.
5. Got Locked: whether moderators locked the thread.
6. Got Stickied: whether moderators stickied the thread.

Next, the metadata features:

1. Is Image/Text/Video/Link: whether the post contains an
image/text/video/link.

2. Title Length: title character count.
3. Body Length: post body character count.

Subreddit Features: Our dataset contains 1,320 distinct
subreddits. To understand the differential effects of popu-
larity on subreddits, we use features like community size,
moderation team size, and baseline activity levels.

1. # Moderators: number of moderators—no historical
data exists, queried on August 2023.

2. Contains AutoMod: whether the moderation team con-
tains u/AutoModerator—a common moderation tool.

3. # Previous Popular: number of times this subreddit has
reached r/popular in the previous week.

4. # Subscribers: number of subscribers to the subreddit.
5. Comment Rate: average hourly number of comments

in this subreddit over the previous week.

6. % Removed: percentage of comments removed of all
comments made in the previous week—not used while
regressing on #removals because it is too correlated.

Multi-Collinearity Check: We calculated the variance in-
flation factor (VIF) for each independent variable to detect
multi-collinearity. Using a VIF threshold of 5 (James et al.
2013), we pruned variables representing the proportion of
each content type (e.g., image, video, etc.) posted on the sub-
reddit. Previous iterations of the model pruned the age of the
subreddit, whether the subreddit description contained rules,
and the percentage of deleted comments as variables.

6.2 Regression Analysis for Thread Outcomes
To quantify how each feature impacts an r/popular thread,
we created three multilevel Bayesian regression models, one
for each outcome variable, that estimate the log number of
outcomes (e.g., log number of comments) to get the per-
centage change to the outcome. The results are summarized
in Table 6. We previously experimented with negative bi-
nomial and Poisson models, but Bayesian approaches3 pro-
vided greater flexibility and handling of uncertainty.

To help define our model, let yo[i] be the ith r/popular post
where o is the outcome we are measuring. Let yo[i] be drawn
from the following distribution:

ln(yo[i]) ∼ N(µ = p⃗o · x⃗[i] + ho,c[i], σ)

Notice that we take the natural log of the outcome to see the
multiplicative changes applied by each feature. For our µ
term, let po,j be the coefficient for the jth feature for out-
come o which gets multiplied by the feature vector x⃗[i],
denoting the features for the ith r/popular post. Next, we
have ho,c[i] which is the pooled intercept term for outcome
o where c[i] is the content type of the ith r/popular post.

With those terms defined, we will now specify the priors
below:

σ ∼ HalfCauchy(β = 10)

po,j ∼ N (µ = 0, σ = 20)

ho,c ∼ N (µpool, σpool)

µpool ∼ N (µ = 0, σ = 20)

σpool ∼ InverseGamma(α = 1, β = 1)

Essentially, this Bayesian model runs a log-normal re-
gression where the intercept term changes for each content
type, but is pooled using a shared hyperprior to learn across
content types. As with a typical regression, the coefficients
from p⃗o will learn the relationship between our features and
logged outcome measures.

6.3 Regression Analysis for Subreddit Outcomes
In Section 5, we defined two properties of an r/popular post
to assess its impact on its respective subreddit: (1) the lifes-
pan capturing the longevity of r/popular and (2) the intensity
representing the disruptiveness of said event.

3Using the PyMC package.



Com. Rem. New.
AUTHOR FEATURES
Age (1 year) -1.3%
Is Comment Newcomer 14.1%
Is Post Newcomer 23.7%
Comment Karma (1k) -0.1%

THREAD FEATURES
# Awards 0.1% 0.3% 0.3%
# Crossposts 0.2% 0.2%
Got Locked -36.9% 98.5% -45.1%
Got Stickied 87.2% 52.8%
Time to Popular (1 hour) 5.1% 2.0% 4.7%
Time on Popular (1 hour) 10.8% 10.6% 13.2%

THREAD METADATA
Title Length (10 char.) 1.4%
Body Length (100 char.) -0.5%

SUBREDDIT FEATURES
Contains AutoMod 9.6% 23.4% -27.9%
# Previous Popular 1.1% 2.5%
% Removed -0.4% NA -2.2%
Comment Rate (100 / hour) 3.7% 2.6% 1.3%
# Subscribers (100k) 0.1%
# Moderators 0.2%

INTERCEPTS
Is Link 284.8 9.5 40.3
Is Text 225.8 8.6 49.6
Is Video 269.8 13.4 28.6
Is Image 186.5 5.6 35.4

Table 6: Results from the multilevel Bayesian models es-
timating the log number of outcomes within an r/popular
thread. Percentages indicate change based on one unit
increase—if not specified, the unit is 1. The content types
serve as unique intercepts for the model. Low-significance
relationships were omitted for conciseness.

We analyze the former using a Cox proportional-hazard
model (Lin and Wei 1989),4 a survival regression that pro-
duces hazard ratios describing how each feature influences
the baseline hazard ratio seen in Figure 3. Note that the time
to r/popular and time on r/popular are removed as indepen-
dent variables as they are direct components in the post’s
lifespan. The results are shown in Table 8.

For our intensity metric, we use a similar multilevel model
defined above to estimate each feature’s relation to each out-
come intensity. See Table 7 for those results.

6.4 Results
Factors Affecting Thread-Level Outcomes (RQ1b):
The percentages in Table 6 represent the corresponding
change when the feature is increased by one unit. For
Boolean features (e.g., is comment newcomer), the percent-
ages correspond to when the feature is true.

We find that being on r/popular an hour longer corre-
sponds to a 10.8% increase in comments, 10.6% increase
in removed comments, and 13.2% increase in newcomers
within the thread. Intuitively, being on such a prominent feed

4https://lifelines.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

Com. Rem. New.
THREAD FEATURES
# Awards 0.2% 0.2% 0.3%
Got Locked 11.9% 51.4%
Got Stickied 211.4% 168.7% 273.8%
Time to Popular (1 hour) 1.1%
Time on Popular (1 hour) 1.7% 2.1% 2.4%

SUBREDDIT FEATURES
Contains AutoMod -9.0% -8.6% -9.5%
# Previous Popular -1.3% -2.1% -1.8%
% Removed -1.9%
Comment Rate (100 / hour) -0.6% 0.9% -0.7%

INTERCEPTS
Is Link 2.58 3.90 3.47
Is Text 2.37 4.01 3.03
Is Video 2.76 4.49 3.42
Is Image 2.45 4.27 3.37

Table 7: Results from multilevel Bayesian models estimating
the log outcome intensity. Percentages indicate the amount
of change based on one unit increase—if not specified, the
unit is 1. Content types serve as unique intercepts for the
model. Low-significance relationships were omitted for con-
ciseness.

would lead to more traffic, and our model confirms it and
measures the extent of that relationship. We see a similar, but
less drastic, relationship with the time a post takes to reach
r/popular—because there is more time to accrue activity.

Our model finds the largest relationships with moderator
actions like locking and stickying. If a moderator locks a
post, we find substantial decreases in the number of com-
ments (-36.9%) and newcomers (-45.1%) and a strikingly
large increase in removals (98.5%). Moderators may lock
the thread when they sense a significant amount of rule-
violating behavior to stop further from happening. However,
determining the directionality of stickying is more difficult
because it could be that moderators sticky highly active posts
or stickying resulted in more attention. Regardless, sticky-
ing does not have any significant relationship with removals
within a thread.

To identify differences between content types, which are
the intercepts within our model, we will be using credible in-
tervals (CI). They are similar to confidence intervals in that
they describe a range of possible values but from a poste-
rior distribution (McElreath 2020). Regardless, we see fewer
comments on image threads (94% CI [172, 201]) compared
to link (94% CI [257, 314]), video (94% CI [242, 298]), and
text threads (94% CI [206, 246]). Video posts, however, see
more removals (94% CI [11, 16]) than image (94% CI [5,
6]), link (94% CI [8, 11]), and text posts (94% CI [7, 10])
which could indicate that videos attract more norm-violating
behavior or are more difficult to moderate, but the differ-
ences are fairly small. Lastly, text posts attracted more new-
comers (94% CI [44, 55]) compared to image (94% CI [32,
39]) and video posts (94% CI [25, 32]), but only slightly
above link posts (94% CI [35, 46]). This could hint at the
accessibility of text posts attracting newcomers.



Surprisingly, we find that the author being a comment
newcomer and post newcomer correspond to a 14.1% and
23.7% increase in newcomers within a popular thread, re-
spectively. This relationship may indicate that authors who
are newcomers post more accessible content for other new-
comers. However, given that there may be unknown con-
founders producing this relationship, a more detailed inves-
tigation would be needed to prove that theory.

The last trend pertains to moderation. We find that Au-
toMod presence has a substantial inverse relationship with
removals and newcomers which could suggest a balancing
act between enforcing norms and newcomer participation.
Similarly, a higher percentage of removals within a subred-
dit showed decreases in the number of newcomers (-2.2%).
Moderation team size also positively correlated with the
number of removals within a thread (0.2%).

Factors Affecting Longevity and Intensity (RQ2c): Ta-
ble 8 shows the few statistically significant relationships
identified by our Cox proportional-hazards model. The
sparseness in Table 8 matches the low concordance indices
that measure model performance. Despite the poor perfor-
mance, the models did highlight how repeated appearances
on r/popular correlate with a faster return to baseline activ-
ity levels as indicated by the positive percentages. Addition-
ally, we find that removal rates on link and video posts fall
slower, -13.65% and -12.01% respectively, compared to im-
age posts which the model uses as a reference category. All
other relationships identified played fairly minimal roles in
the hazard ratio. Our model’s poor performance may be at-
tributable to our use of “static” features—i.e., features that
do not change since the post’s creation time. Static features
have limited predictive power, thus making it hard to fore-
cast activity levels when a thread “dies”—typically hours
after post creation.

Our intensity regressions in Table 7, however, find more
significant relationships than our longevity analysis. The
most notable are the strong positive relationships for lock-
ing and sticking posts. For example, locked posts corre-
sponded with an 11.9% higher peak in comments, surpassed
by the 51.4% increase in removal intensity. Similarly, stick-
ied posts correlated with peaks more than twice as high for
all outcomes. However, because we flagged posts if they
were stickied or locked at any time during their tenure on
r/popular, it is difficult to tell the directionality of this effect.

Other than stickying and locking, we find that AutoMod’s
presence corresponded with consistent reductions in spikes
for all three outcomes. This finding can have practical sig-
nificance for moderators as they decide whether to use Au-
toMod to assist in their tasks. Regarding repeated appear-
ances on r/popular, our models find that it reduces lifespan
and intensity by about 2%. When looking at the intercepts,
the credible intervals are pretty intertwined between differ-
ent content types, so the model cannot find any substantial
differences between them. One final point, however, is how
a percentage increase in removal rate (% removed) corre-
sponded with a disproportionate 1.9% decrease in peak re-
movals which could indicate that stricter subreddits are more
resilient towards removal spikes.

Com. Rem. New.
AUTHOR FEATURES
Comment Karma (1k) -0.12%

THREAD FEATURES
# Awards -0.28% -0.28% -0.31%

THREAD METADATA
Is Link -13.65%
Is Video -12.01%
Title Length (10 char) -0.86% 1.11% -1.12%

SUBREDDIT FEATURES
# Previous Popular 2.02% 1.67% 2.16%

Concordance Index 0.600 0.5944 0.6183

Table 8: Results from our Cox proportional-hazards models
on r/popular post lifespans from Section 5.1. Positive per-
centages indicate a faster decay rate to baseline activity lev-
els given a unit increase. Image posts are our reference cate-
gory, i.e., link post removal rates are -13.65% less hazardous
compared to image posts. Only significant relationships are
shown (α = 0.05 Bonferroni corrected). A concordance of
0.500 is expected from random predictions, so our models
do not explain much of the hazard rate.

7 Discussion
We demonstrated how appearing on Reddit’s r/popular feed
impacts threads and subreddits, capturing and modeling dy-
namics on r/popular. We empirically showed that communi-
ties that rarely hit r/popular (DRare) experience more pro-
nounced spillover effects than those that appear more often
on r/popular. Next, we discuss our findings in light of our
research questions and how communities may benefit from
this knowledge.

7.1 Disruptive and Differential Effects of
Algorithmic Curation

When answering our research questions, we observed sig-
nificant spikes in thread and community activity due to ap-
pearing on the algorithmically-curated feed r/popular. The
relationships between our independent variables and thread-
and subreddit-level outcomes indicate that previous appear-
ances on r/popular, AutoMod presence, and locking threads
correspond to substantial changes in the metrics we mea-
sured.

Our results also confirm qualitative findings that an ap-
pearance in trending feeds causes events beyond just the
post itself (DeVito 2022). We empirically demonstrate the
presence of spillover effects. Additionally, in the same com-
munity, newcomer participation on threads not on r/popular
increases as do comment and removal levels, suggesting the
potential for disruptions across the community.

Finally, our results show differential effects on communi-
ties when they hit the r/popular feed. For RQ1, we demon-
strate that DRare, subreddits that rarely reach the r/popular
feed, experience more intense relative effects because of
popularity, especially newcomer participation. Our survival
analyses for RQ2 show that these effects lasted longer
in subreddits less accustomed to exposure. In most cases,



the increased volume of comments came with significantly
higher comment removal rates by moderators. Taken to-
gether, this shows that unexpected popularity substantially
increases moderator workload for smaller communities.

7.2 Supporting Community Resilience
Understanding how communities respond to disruptions
builds on prior work about “resilience” in the face of disrup-
tive events. Resilience is the ability to effectively respond to
disruptions and has been theorized in online community re-
search (Butler et al. 2014; Chan et al. 2022). For example,
Butler et al. (2014) define community resilience as the abil-
ity of a community to maintain users despite topic changes.
Garcia, Mavrodiev, and Schweitzer (2013) define resilience
to mean a user can leave without triggering other users to
leave the site. The prior work shares the same intuition that
resilient communities can withstand change. In our case, the
change (reaching the r/popular feed) is a sudden and dras-
tic one that mimics the literature in offline communities and
disaster preparedness (Cohen et al. 2013) where resilience is
the ability to operate and withstand crises.

How can communities be more resilient to disruptions due
to sudden popularity via appearances on r/popular? Modera-
tors of subreddits operate like community leaders (Seering
et al. 2022; Seering, Kaufman, and Chancellor 2022), so
our recommendations focus on these key users. Important
to moderator success is platform support to help commu-
nities be more resilient. First, we imagine temporary sup-
port for communities through short-term, increased moder-
ator presence. This was shown to be effective in Discord
at limiting hate and harassment during Pride Month (Seer-
ing et al. 2022). More nuanced automated moderation can
also provide moderators more bandwidth for responding to
disruptive events like the r/popular feed and limit the neg-
ative effects of u/AutoModerator, also proposed in prior
work (Chandrasekharan et al. 2019). Other strategies in-
clude more distributed and proactive (Zhang et al. 2018)
approaches to facilitate prosocial (Bao et al. 2021) and re-
silient (Lambert, Rajagopal, and Chandrasekharan 2022)
conversations within online communities.

7.3 Implications for Online Moderation
Our results allow us to formulate pragmatic recommenda-
tions that moderation teams and developers can consider
when dealing with disruptions:

Post Content Type Matters: We find that different
types of content behave differently when they reach virality
through the r/popular feed. For example, video posts con-
tained more removed comments than other types and af-
fected the subreddit’s removal rates for longer compared to
image posts. These findings may change for individual sub-
reddits, so we encourage moderators to pay attention to how
different posts behave and monitor accordingly.

Deploying Moderator Actions More Effectively: We
also find strong correlations between the amount of ex-
posure a thread receives and the activity contained within
the thread. We recommend that moderators closely moni-
tor posts if they have been stickied or highlighted on the

r/popular feed for extended periods. These forms of pro-
longed exposure may encourage elevated commenting rates
and substantial newcomer participation.

Employing Automated Moderation: Our results uncov-
ered the potential impact that moderation can have on thread
participation in times of increased exposure. We find that
employing u/AutoModerator resulted in more removed com-
ments and fewer newcomers within the thread. Additionally,
AutoMod presence reduces the peak activity levels for all
three outcomes. Because r/popular affects communities that
infrequently appear on the feed more, we advise them to in-
vest time in their moderation efforts and consider employing
automated moderation tools.

7.4 Limitations & Future Work
Examining Causal Factors: There are limitations with cor-
relational studies on public, observational data. We cannot
infer causal relationships between our independent variables
and the participatory outcomes we study. However, it is diffi-
cult to artificially induce and control sudden spikes in popu-
larity, making controlled experiments infeasible (and poten-
tially unethical). Future work should explore quasi-causal
methods to establish the causal link between our features
and different outcomes of popularity.

Including Information about Removed Comments: In
our analysis, we could identify occurrences of removed
comments; however, we were unable to identify who got re-
moved and what got removed. Obtaining information about
removed content is a significant technical challenge as this
data is not publicly available through APIs. This could help
determine whether the majority of removals in r/popular
posts and the originating communities are authored by new-
comers, and future work could identify the specific types of
violations resulting from sudden popularity.

Auditing Other Black-Box Curation Algorithms: Our
goal was to study the impacts of sudden popularity caused
by Reddit’s black-box curation algorithm and understand the
disruptive effects on communities. Future work should em-
pirically explore the impact of similar black-box algorithms
(e.g., TikTok) and audit the effects of algorithmic “trending”
and “hot” feeds on communities and their moderators.

7.5 Broader Perspectives & Ethics
Our data is taken from r/popular through public APIs, and
thus direct consent was not obtained from users. The Insti-
tutional Review Boards at our institutions do not require us
to obtain consent from users whose posts/comments appear
in public datasets, which is common in computational Red-
dit research and ICWSM (Proferes et al. 2021). However,
there are still risks in gathering and processing this data.
We heed the advice from social media ethicists (Proferes
et al. 2021) and model papers in ICWSM and complemen-
tary venues (Chandrasekharan et al. 2017; Li, Hecht, and
Chancellor 2022) and adopt their recommendations.

We handle moderator-removed and user-deleted Red-
dit comments; however, our analysis does not use text or
user IDs of these removals/deletions (Chancellor, Lin, and
De Choudhury 2016). We store data on secured, firewalled
servers at the primary author’s institution. We anonymize



data as appropriate for the analysis—we use usernames to
gather information about poster histories but do not analyze
user data for any other purpose. Finally, we do not provide
thread- or comment-level details to prevent re-identification.

Our work has one notable consequence: by helping to “de-
code” or audit the black box of the r/popular feed, this pro-
vides more information to the public about how it works and
what influences it. We discussed how more transparency can
help users and communities prepare for and reason about
how the r/popular feed impacts them. On the other hand, in-
creased transparency about trending and popular feeds may
lead to system gaming by actors with questionable inten-
tions, like spammers and bad-faith influencers. There also
could be more nefarious use of our findings through tar-
geted attacks on “rare” communities. We believe that the
benefits of more empirical insight in this space outweigh
the downsides—and that more information can help com-
munities better respond to all unwanted negative attention,
no matter their origin.

8 Conclusion
Reasoning about the “why” of algorithmic black boxes like
the r/popular feed on Reddit is tricky, in part because these
systems are not transparent. Although there are reasonable
concerns about intellectual property, the lack of transparency
of such algorithmic feeds prevents people from reasoning
about or responding to how content appears on them. Many
current practices are “defensive”—they assume the affected
party has no control over their presence on algorithmically
curated feeds. We suggest several “offensive” post/thread-
level options that can help the community better cope with
the increase in attention. First, we suggest an option to delist
the post from trending or hot feeds, like the r/popular feed,
once it happens. This could be done at the user level (for
platforms like X or TikTok) or the community level (for
Reddit). Second, we imagine that a community could choose
to temporarily limit newcomers’ ability to post on the rest of
the community for a brief period (similar to locking a post),
limiting the disruptiveness they cause to the remainder of the
community and managing moderator workload.
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